In position dependent mass (PDM) problems, the quantum dynamics of the associated systems have been understood well in the literature for particular orderings. However, no efforts seem to have been made to solve such PDM problems for general orderings to obtain a global picture.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies on the quantum dynamics of position dependent mass Schrödinger equation have attracted wide interest over the years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The reason is that this type of effective mass Schrödinger equations are helpful in studying optical and electronic properties of semiconductors 7 , quantum dots 8, 9 , quantum wells [8] [9] [10] [11] , quantum liquids 12 and super-lattice band structures 13 . The important problem that one faces while considering such effective mass Schrödinger equation is the problem of ordering of the kinetic energy operator 14 . The momentum and mass functions associated with the kinetic energy operator in such position dependent mass problems do not commute with each other. Consequently the kinetic energy operator in these cases can be written or ordered in multiple ways. This ordering ambiguity is a long standing problem in quantum physics.
In the literature, many ordering schemes have been proposed and studied. 21 and so on. In the above types of orderings, the Hamiltonians were restricted to be Hermitian, whereas recent studies on quantum systems allow the possibility that the Hamiltonians can be even non-Hermitian. Complete real energy spectra have been observed in the cases of such nonHermitian Hamiltonians so that one can also consider the orderings that are non-Hermitian too. Taking into account the above fact, a more general ordered Hamiltonian has been proposed in 22 and the work shows that infinite number of orderings are possible for all PDM systems. In the literature, one can find that the quantum dynamics of PDM problems are mostly studied by considering a particular ordering. No efforts seem to have been taken to solve a PDM problem for all possible orderings.
In this article, we consider an interesting PDM system, namely the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator, and try to solve it for all possible orderings. The Mathews-Lakshmanan (ML) oscillator is a non-polynomial oscillator and has attracted considerable attention over the years [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] from different perspectives. The quantum solvability of this model has also been studied for particular orderings 1, 34 . In these studies, it has also been shown that the Schrödinger equation of the system can be reduced to the associated Legendre differential equation or to a λ-dependent Hermite differential equation (where λ is one of the parameters of the system) and that the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator admits a nonlinear energy spectrum. However, the above Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator has not been solved for all possible orderings and the quantum dynamics corresponding to different orderings is still an open problem.
The other interesting point one can note is that the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator can be reduced to the associated Legendre differential equation for all possible orderings.
But, the eigenfunctions of the system cannot be always written in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials with integral degree and order (P µ ν , the degree ν = 1, 2, 3... and the order µ = 1, 2, 3...); rather it is represented in terms of associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order (P µ ν , ν ∈ R, µ ∈ R) or fractional order associated Legendre polynomials. We here explore these polynomials and present their interconnection with the λ-dependent Hermite polynomials and Jacobi polynomials. The existence of interesting continuum bound states is also pointed out.
To demonstrate the above facts, the manuscript is structured in the following way. In Sec.
II, we present the form of the general ordered Hamiltonian. In Sec. III, we give an introduction to Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator and review the works that have been carried out on the quantum dynamics of this oscillator. In Sec. IV, we discuss the quantum solvability of this oscillator for the case λ > 0, where λ is the system parameter. We demonstrate the use of associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order in expressing the eigenfunctions of the system and show the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions. Similarly in Sec. V, we have detailed the quantum solvability of the system in the case λ < 0. Finally, we summarize our results in Sec. VI.
II. GENERAL ORDERED HAMILTONIAN
The non-commutativity of momentum operator with position dependent mass function in PDM problems allows the kinetic energy operator to be written in multiple ways. where the operatorT is expressed aŝ
where α, β and γ are arbitrary ordering parameters restricted by α + β + γ = −1. The above form of ordering has been found to include all the orderings mentioned earlier except for the Weyl ordering. By including Weyl ordering, the above von-Roos ordering has been extended to the following form
where a is an arbitrary parameter 35 . Although Eq. (2) has been considered as a more general ordered form of kinetic energy operator, it is still not sufficiently general. There are two reasons to state the above. Firstly, one can note that in Eqs. (1) and (2) 36 . Thus the position dependent mass systems can also be studied with non-Hermitian orderings. Due to the above mentioned two reasons, the general ordered form of kinetic energy operator can be written
where N is an arbitrary integer, w i is the weight parameter satisfying the condition N i=1 w i = 1. Also, α i , β i and γ i are ordering parameters constrained by α i + β i + γ i = −1. It is interesting to note that the above kinetic energy operator can also be simplified aŝ
denote the weighted mean values. The dependence ofβ is removed through the constraint α +β +γ = −1. From Eq. (4), the Hamiltonian can be written in the simpler form aŝ
where V ef f is the effective potential that is of the form
It is now obvious that the kinetic energy operator considered in Eqs. (3) or (6) is really more general and it includes all possible ordering schemes. Note that forᾱ =γ, the ordering given in Eq. (6) becomes Hermitian and forᾱ =γ, it is non-Hermitian. Eqs. (3) and (6) clearly show that the Schrödinger equation corresponding to the different orderings are different and, consequently, the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions corresponding to these cases are also different. Thus it is of great interest to look upon how the energy spectrum and eigenfunctions vary with respect to different orderings. For this purpose, we here consider a specific position dependent mass system and try to exactly solve the system for the general ordering given in (6).
III. MATHEWS-LAKSHMANAN OSCILLATOR
We here consider a remarkable position dependent mass problem, namely the MathewsLakshmanan oscillator, whose classical Hamiltonian can be written as
where the spatially varying mass and potential take the forms
Note that in the above, we assume m = 1 when λ = 0, for convenience, which is followed throughout the present paper. The above Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator may be considered as the zero-dimensional version of a scalar nonpolynomial field equation 1, 23 . The literature shows evidence for a large interest over the system both from classical and quantum points of views [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The above oscillator is often considered as a nonlinear extension of the harmonic oscillator as the Hamiltonian in (8) tends to the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian in the limit λ → 0. The other interesting aspect of this nonpolynomial nonlinear oscillator is that classically this system exhibits simple harmonic oscillations with amplitude dependent frequency 23 where the exact solution of the system can be simply written as
The Schrödinger equation corresponding to the system has been solved for particular 
In other words, the ordering can be defined by 2. Later, Carinena et al considered a non-Hermitian ordering of the form
where the ordering can be seen as α 1 =ᾱ = −1/2 and γ 1 =γ = 0 in Eq. In addition to the above, the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator has been studied under two different situations, that is with λ > 0 and λ < 0. Considering the case λ > 0, one can find from (9) that the system has singularities at x = ± 1 √ λ and ±∞. Thus we can consider three regions, region-1:
and region-3:
Due to the above, we can consider two situations. Firstly, the system may be bounded in the region-2, where
Secondly, we can consider the situation in which
In the case λ < 0, the system has singularities only at x = ±∞. Thus, the eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary conditions as ψ(±∞) = 0 and that
In this article, we are essentially interested to solve the general ordered Hamiltonian for all the above cases.
IV. QUANTUM SOLVABILITY: CASE λ > 0
The Schrödinger equation corresponding to the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator for the most general ordering can be obtained from Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) and it is of the form
where
One can clearly find that by choosing appropriate values forᾱ (or α i 's),γ (or γ i 's) and αγ, we can get the Schrödinger equation for particular ordering scheme. For example, the
produce the ordering considered in Eq. (11) and γ 1 =γ = 0 can produce the non-Hermitian ordering (12) that was considered by Carinena et al 34 .
One can find that the Schrödinger equation in (16) can be simplified to
By introducing the following transformations in both the independent and dependent variables in Eq. (18),
we can reduce it to the associated Legendre differential equation of the form
In the above, we have taken
in whichd = k + 2 λ 2 ((γ −ᾱ) 2 + 4αγ). The above equation (22) indicates that the energy eigenvalues can be found easily from the expression for ν(ν + 1) as
Considering the eigenfunctions of the system, we recall the different situations mentioned in the previous section in Eqs. (13) and (14) . In the following, we deduce the eigenfunction in the two cases, mentioned therein, separately.
A. Bound states in region-2
First, we consider the situation in which the solution of the system exists only in the can be expanded in terms of hypergeometric functions as
Note that in the above, P µ ν (z) is not defined at z = ±1 (as it becomes singular at z = ±1) and the boundary conditions of the problem requires the eigenfunction to be zero at z = ±1.
In order to identify a well defined function at z = ±1, we replace µ by −µ as
As the associated Legendre differential equation is symmetric with respect to the change µ → −µ, both P 
The choice of a = −n or b = −n, where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., reduces the above series solution to an n th order polynomial function. Using this fact in the expression for P 
Thus, P −µ n+µ 's are found to be polynomials of order n and they can be given by
One can also note from (25) 
holds good. This condition implies that no new linearly independent solutions can be identified.
We can also look for possible linearly independent solutions from Q µ ν but again find that there exists no other linearly independent solution. Because, if one considers Q µ ν , we have
We find that it is also undefined at z = ±1 and so we consider the solution Q −µ ν , where it is given by
Analyzing the above form, we find that the polynomial condition for Q −µ ν is ν = −(n + µ + 1), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...
Thus when n is even, the first hypergeometric term in Eq. (32) vanishes and the second term provides polynomial solutions and when n is odd, the second term in Eq. (32) vanishes and the first term provides polynomial solutions. Thus the polynomial solutions of Q −µ ν can now be expressed as
Now comparing the expressions given in Eqs. (34) and (35) with the ones given in Eqs. (28) and (29), we find that Q −µ −(n+µ+1) differs from P −µ n+µ by just multiplicative constant coefficients only. Thus Q −µ −(n+µ+1) cannot be linearly independent of P −µ n+µ . We then conclude that the admissible solutions φ n (z) for (21) can now be written as
where N n are the normalization constants. Reverting to the transformation given earlier, the eigenfunctions to Eq. (18) can be written as
It is now clear that the eigenfunctions corresponding to the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator for all orderings can be represented in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order (that is, the degree of the polynomials n + µ and order of the polynomials −µ can in general take non-integral values). With the choice of ν = n + µ, we find that the energy eigenvalues of the system become discretized as
The obtained eigenvalues also match with the results reported in 1, 34 . Depending on the ordering, the values ofᾱ,γ andᾱγ can be chosen and Eq. (38) shows that the eigenvalue spectrum changes accordingly with the considered ordering. Note that the eigenvalues reduce to that of the harmonic oscillator for λ = 0.
Orthonormality and relation to Jacobi polynomials:
After deducing the eigenfunctions of the system, the next step is to check the orthonormality of the obtained solutions. For this purpose, we note that the associated Legendre differential equation given in (21) corresponds to a Sturm-Liouville problem so that it is guaranteed that the obtained polynomials are orthogonal. But to prove the orthonormality of the above associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order in a rigorous sense, we here exploit its relation with one of the classical orthogonal polynomials, namely the Jacobi polynomials. To show the above, we recall the identities of hypergeometric
Using these identities in Eqs. (28) and (29), we get
Note the above form of hypergeometric functions have relationship with the orthogonal Jacobi polynomials as
where P (a,b) n (z) represents the Jacobi polynomial. Using the above connections to Eqs. (41) and (42), we find that the associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order (P µ n+µ ) can be related to Jacobi polynomials (P (a,b) n ) as
To deduce the above relation, one will have to use the simplification
The above mentioned relationship with the Jacobi polynomials (Eq. (45)) helps us to understand the properties of the associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order. For example, one can now express the Rodrigues' formula of the latter from the former as (
Using the above, we can deduce the orthonormality relation for the non-integral degree and order associated Legendre polynomials as 2n! (2n + 2µ + 1)(n + 2µ)! −1 1
Now, let us consider the normalization of the wavefunction given by Eq. (37) . For this purpose, by rewriting the general ordered Schrödinger equation of the system (Eq. (18)) as a Sturm-Liouville problem, we find that the weight function corresponding to the system is
where the above orthonormalization puts forth a restriction that µ > −1. Note that here
The form of µ given above tells us that it is always positive as long as it is real, however there are orderings (or ordering parameters) that make µ to be imaginary. For the latter cases, we cannot have bound state solutions. By excluding the orderings corresponding to complex µ, the normalized eigenstates for different orderings can be written as
We again note that for the orderingsγ <ᾱ, the eigenfunctions become singular.
Next, we represent the solution in terms of the λ-dependent Hermite polynomials which have been used in 34 to represent the eigenstates of this system for a particular non-Hermitian ordering.
λ-dependent Hermite polynomials
As the considered Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator reduces to the harmonic oscillator in the limit λ → 0, Carinena et al 34 For the above purpose, let us consider Eq. (18) . From the asymptotic results, we assume the solution to be of the form
By doing so, we note that Eq. (18) gets reduced to the form
For the consideration of λ-dependent Hermite polynomials, the above equation has to be transformed in such a way that it will reduce to Hermite differential equation for λ = 0. For this purpose, we rescale the independent variable and the parameter as,
By doing so, we note that the Eq. (54) gets reduced to the form
The differential equation given in (56) is the λ-dependent Hermite differential equation. We here want to note that this λ-dependent Hermite differential equation is nothing but the Jacobi differential equation. To see this, we rewrite Eq. (56) with
so that it will become
Now comparing this with the Jacobi differential equation,
we find that
Thus the solution of the λ-dependent Hermite differential equation can be written as
where A n are the normalization constants and H n (y,λ) are the λ− dependent Hermite polynomials. This relation shows that the energy eigenfunctions and eigenvalues obtained through these polynomials are the same as the ones obtained by associated Legendre polynomials with non-integral degree and order in the previous subsection.
B. Continuum states in region-1 and region-3 for λ > 0
As mentioned in Sec. 3 (wide Eqs. (13) and (14)), one may not only have bound states in the region-2 (−
) as given by Eq. (13), but there also exists the other possibility defined by (14) which allows the solutions to vanish in the interior region (region-2) but they are non-zero in the outer regions (regions-1 and 3) (wide Eq. (14)). For this purpose, one may first look for the existence bounded polynomial solutions in the regions-1 and 3 and one can find that there exist no such solutions in these regions.
For example, one can consider the form of P µ ν defined in the region 1 ≤ |z| ≤ ∞,
As we did earlier, we here change µ by −µ so that the above function vanishes at z = ±1
and satisfies the boundary conditions at z = ±1. The possible polynomial conditions for the above function are ν = n + µ or ν = −n − µ − 1. As the associated Legendre differential equation is symmetric with respect to ν → −(ν +1), both of these polynomial conditions will not provide linearly independent polynomials. Using the polynomial condition ν = n + µ, one can find that + iρ, (where ρ takes any arbitrary real value), the associated Legendre function satisfies the boundary condition given by (14) , that is
Thus one can represent the eigenfunctions in terms of these functions. Importantly, the above associated Legendre functions are found to satisfy 1,38
where δ represents the Dirac delta function. Thus these functions show interesting orthonormality relations for different values of ρ and so one can represent orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for this case as
where θ is the unit step function: θ(x) = 0 for x < 0, θ(x) = 1 for x > 0. The positive sign in P −µ − 1 2 +iρ (± √ λx) and in θ function denotes the localization in region 3 and the negative sign in them denotes the localization in region 1. The energy eigenvalues of the system corresponding to this case are
It may be noted that in the above even though ν (= − While considering the case λ < 0, the system in Eq. (18) becomes
From (70), one can find that the system has no singularities other than ±∞ so that we look for the eigenstates which remain finite in the region −∞ < x < ∞ and vanish sufficiently fast as x → ±∞. Through the transformations
one can reduce Eq. (70) to the associated Legendre differential equation (21), where ν(ν +1) and µ present therein can be represented as
Let z = iy so that the eigenstates of the system can be represented either by P µ ν (iy) or by Q µ ν (iy).
In this connection, the functions P µ ν (iy) and Q µ ν (iy) can be expressed as
Note that the above forms of P µ ν (iy) and Q µ ν (iy) are singular at y = 0. But here we require a solution which is finite over −∞ ≤ y ≤ ∞ so that we carry out a Pfaff transformation as
By doing the above transformation in Eqs. (74) and (75), we will get P µ ν (iy) and Q µ ν (iy) as
In the above, we expanded the hypergeometric series in terms of 1 (1+y 2 ) so that the solution remains finite everywhere in the region |y| ≤ ∞ and these hypergeometric functions tend to zero as y → ±∞. We again look for bounded polynomial solutions to the above Eqs. (77) and (78).
For the purpose, the above P µ ν (iy) can be related to orthonormal Gegenbauer polynomials for the choices ν = n − µ, or ν = −n + µ − 1,
with the associated relation between the hypergeometric function and Gegenbauer
Thus, P µ n−µ and P µ −n+µ+1 can give rise to orthonormal sets of solutions. However, as mentioned in Eq. (30) , due to the symmetry of associated Legendre differential equations with respect to ν → −(ν + 1), P µ n−µ and P µ −n+µ+1 cannot be linearly independent solutions. Even if we look for bounded polynomial solutions from Q µ ν , one cannot find any additional linearly independent solution. So we consider only P µ n−µ and it can be related to the Gegenbauer polynomials as 
Thus the eigenfunctions of the system for this case can be written as
where, N n represents the normalization constant. The energy eigenvalues of the system for this case are
The eigenfunctions are found to be orthonormal with respect to the weight function W (x) = 
and for m = n, 
Thus the normalization constant N n in (82) takes the form N n = 4 n! sin 2 ((n − µ)π)Γ(2µ − n) (2n + 1 − 2µ)π 
The restriction µ > n + . VI.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have studied the quantum exact solvability of the general ordered position dependent mass problem of the one-dimensional Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator.
We have represented the eigenfunctions of the system in terms of the interesting non-integral degree and order associated Legendre polynomials and explored their characteristics. Such associated Legendre polynomials have been found to form orthonormal basis of functions.
We have also shown the inter-relation between such non-integral degree and order associated
Legendre polynomials with the λ-dependent Hermite polynomials and Jacobi polynomials.
We have also studied the quantum solvability of the considered problem for two different situations, namely λ > 0 and λ < 0. Further, we have discussed an interesting situation in which the Mathews-Lakshmanan oscillator is found to support bound states with continuous energy values. For all these problems the associated energy spectra were also deduced.
